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Some Results on Non-linear Optimal Control Problems 
and Hamilton-Jacobi Equations in Infinite Dimensions 
P. CANNARSA * 
G. DA PRATO* 
The optimal control of a distributed parameter system is connected to the solu- 
tion of the corresponding Hamilton Jacobi equation. This 1s a first-order equation 
in infinite dimensions with discontinuous cueflicients. We study the Hamilton- 
Jacob1 equatton of a system governed either by a “semilinear” or by 3 “monotone” 
dynamics, replacing the unbounded terms of this equation by their Yosida 
approximations. We prove convergence of the approximate solutions to the value 
function of the original problem, by using the uniqueness result for wscosity 
solutions. Examples and applications are included. ( IYYO Acadcmc P,r\,. lni 
1. INTR~I~IJCTION 
Let X be a reflexive Banach space with norm 1 /, which WC assume to be 
continuously differentiable on X\ (O}, and X* be the dual of X (the duality 
pairing being represented by (, )). We denote by (7 1 .Y 1 the subgradient of 
1 s 1, which is obviously single-valued on Xi5 (0 ). For any Banach space K 
and any nonnegative integer k we denote by C’(X; K) the set of all the 
mappingsf: X + K which are continuous and bounded on bounded subsets 
of A’, together with their derivatives of order less than or equal to k. We 
denote by C’: ’ (2’; K) (resp. Ch- ‘(X; K),,,) the set of all the mappings ,f’ in 
C”(X; K) whose derivative of order k is Lipschitz continuous on X (resp. 
on every bounded set of X). 
* The authors are members of GNAFA (CNR ). 
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In this paper we will be concerned with the following optima1 control 
problems: Minimize 
,a I 
J(u; f, .Y) = 1 [g(.v(.s)) + h(u(s))l ds + d(y(T)), fE[O, T],.YEX, (1.1) 
over all u E L”(t, T; X), p > 1. and y subject to either a semi-linear state 
equation, 
y’(.s) = Ay(s) + F(J(.S)) + Bu(s), ~jt)=x~X; r<.s< T, (I.21 
or a monotone state equation, 
.I-‘(4 + y’( J’(S)) 3 Bu(s), y(t)=.u~X; t<.s< T, (1.3) 
when X is a Hilbert space. In the above equation, BE Li?( U; X), where 0’ 
is another reflexive Banach space, the control space, A is the infinitesimal 
generator of an analytic semigroup (J’~ of compact operators in X (for 
t > 0) and F: X + X is a smooth function. In the monotone case (1.3) ,I’ is 
a lower-semicontinuous convex function in X. Moreover, g and 4 are 
smooth functions X+ R, whereas h: U -+ R is convex. We recall that a pair 
(u*, r*) such that 
J(u*; t,r)=inf{J(u;r,.~):u~L’(t, T; U),j(.s)satisfies (1.2)) 
is called an optinzal pair. 
Our aproach consists of showing that the value function 
[’ [~(?‘(.s))+h(u(.r))]c~.s++(?,(T));u~L’(t, T; U) (1.4) 
-1 
of the optimal control problem (1.1)(1.2) (resp. (1.1)(1.3)) can be 
approximated by the value functions of “regular” problems. More precisely, 
the unbounded operator A (resp. i?f’) in ( 1.2) (resp. in (1.3)) is replaced by 
its Yosida approximations. Then, the value functions of the approximating 
problems are the unique viscosity solutions of the corresponding Hamilton 
Jacobi equations, by the results of M. G. Crandall and P.-L. Lions [S- lo]. 
In this way, we are led to introduce an extension of the notion of viscosity 
solution of the equation 
-V,(t,.u)+H(B*VV(t,.u))-(As+F(x),VV(t,.u))=g(s); 
(f,.Y)E[O, T]xX (1.5) 
I’( T, .u) = d(r); .Y E x 
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in the semilinear case (Definition 3.2 below) and 
- V,(t, s)‘+ H(B*Vv(t, x)) + (i?j‘(.s), VV(t, If) =g(.ri: 
(f, .S)E [O, T] xx (I.61 
V( T, x) = fj(.s): I\: E x 
in the monotone case (Dehnition 4.6 below). In ( 1.5) and (1.6). V denotes the 
-y-gradient and Z+ is the Legendre transform of I? given by 
H(c) = sup; - (u. 11) -/I(U); UE I/), vr E u* (1.7) 
We remark that the definition of viscosity solution given by M. G. Crandall 
and P. L. Lions in [S-lo] cannot be immediately extended to problems (1 .S) 
and (1.6) due to the fact that A and Gfare not continuous. As a matter of fact, 
M. G. Crandall and P. L. Lions in [ 11, 121, have modified their definition to 
cover the case of (1.5) under suitable assumptions. 
We obtain the existence and uniqueness of generalized viscosity solutions 
to equations (1.5) and (1.6) a result that should be useful to study typical 
issues of optimal control theory, such as the synthesis problem and control 
with infinite horiron. 
It has to be noted that, in our approach, uniqueness is easy to obtain and 
relies on the sharp results of [S--IO]. Thus, most of our work will be devoted 
to prove convergence of approximations. Here, an essential hypothesis is the 
compactness of semigroup TV’,” as well as the convexity of h. Moreover. these 
assumptions yield the existence of optimal pairs which are very useful in con- 
trol theory. 
The plan of the paper is as follows, We recall the definition and the basic 
results on viscosity solutions in Section 2. In Section 3 we treat the semilinear 
case when Fis locally Lipschitz continuous either on X or on some interpola- 
tion space between the domain of A and ,I’. Section 4 is devoted to the 
monotone case. Then, in Section 5 we discuss some applications to systems 
governed by partial differential equations. 
Part of the results concerning problem (1.5) have been announced in [7], 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we recall the basic existence and uniqueness properties of 
viscosity solutions to the problem 
- V,(t, x)+ H(B*VV(t, .u))- (G(s),VV(r. x)> =~(s); 
(l,X)E]O, T[ xx. (2.1 ) 
V( T, x) = &x); .s E .Y (2.2) 
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under the following assumptions: 
(V) (i) GE C”,‘(X; A’),,,, and there exist u, he R such that 
(G(x), x* ) < N 1 .Y / + h, Vx E A’, V.Y* E (7 / s 1 ; 
(ii) g and 4 belong to C”,‘(X; R),,,, and are nonnegative; 
(iii) H is defined by (1.7), where h E C( U; R) is convex and 3p > I 
such that h(u) 3;’ ~~uIII’ for all UE U and some ;‘>O; 
(iv) BE ,Y( I/; X) 
Let A be an open subset of X.‘We recall that VE C(]O, T[ x A; R) is called 
a tliscosiry solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.1) in 10, I”[ x A if, 
for any (1, x) E 10, r[ x A, we have: 
where the superdifferential D ’ and the subdifferential D are defined as: 
D+V(t,.u)= (p,.p,)eRxX*; 
i 
lim sup 
V(s,4’)- V(r,.u)-(s-t)p,-(~-s,p.)<O 
I\. I, - II. Yl / s - t 1 + 1 !‘ - .Y 1 4 
(2.4) 
(P,,P,)ERxX*; 
We will also use the following notation: B(0, T; C”.‘(X; R),,,) denotes the 
space of functions V: 0, T] x x+ R such that for all R > 0 
M,(R):= sup(lV(r,.u)l+lq(;(t,.l-)E[O, T]xB,,q~v+V(t,x) 
where B,= {-YEA’; 1.~1 <R) and 
<x, 
(2.5 
I 
V+v(t,x)= qEX*;limsup 
i 
Vt,4’)- utt-yv- <Y--d& (2,6) 
I .I / .I--YI 1 
For viscosity solutions the following dynamic programming principle 
holds, see [ 1.5; 20, Proposition 2.11 for the finite dimensional case and [ 19; 
Theorem V. 11 for the infinite dimensional case. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Assun~r (V) urd let G, g he hounded. Let r> 0 and - 
WE C( [IO, T] x BK) he a ~~iscosit~, solutiorz of’thc~ HarniltowJacohi equation. 
- W,(t,.u)+II,(B*VW(t,s))~(G(s),VW(t,x))=,~(.~), in -10. TLxB,?. 
H, (PI = sup (- (l,,)-h(u); II41 df 
( (.OH n 7 
(2.7) 
(2.X) 
W(t,.v)=inf{J [g(,‘(.s))+h(u(s))] tf.s+ W(I),< A T,j,(Cl, A T)): 
, 
24~ L’(t. T; U), 1 a(.s)I d I‘ , (2.9) 
and 
y’(.s) = G( y(s)) + Bu(.s), y(t) = .u; t d .s < T. (2.1 I 
The following existence and uniqueness result is an extension to the 
unbounded case of [ 10, Theorem 1.31. We thank P. L. L. Lions for suggest- 
ing the proof below. 
THEOREM 2.2. A.s.surne (V). Then. problem (2.1 ), (2.2) bus u ~miy~c 
tli.sco.sit~~ solutim C”E C( [0, T] x X: R) n B(0, T; C”.‘(X: R),,,,), given h~$ 
[’ [g(~~(.s))+h(u(.s))]d.s+~(~(T));u~L~’(t, T; U) \ 
-i i’ 
Proqf: First, we note that the existence part is standard since the above 
value function has the required properties. So, we proceed to prove unique- 
ness. Let WE C( [0, T] x X; R) n B(0, T: C”.‘(X; R),,,,) be a viscosity solu- 
tion of (2.l), (2.2). 
From the superlinearity of /z (assumption (V)(iii)) it follows that there 
exists an increasing function r: [0, x [ + [0, cx [ such that 1 p 1 < S- 
H(p) = H,.(p), for all f > T(S), where H,.(p) is defined in (2.8). 
Moreover, we recall a standard estimate on the solution of the state 
equation (2.1 1 ). 
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Now, fix r>O and define M(R)=maxjM,,(R), M,(R)] for all R>O. 
Next choose R such that 
R 3 p ’ “ 
i 
r-t Tlhl+ IiBIl T’ (2.13) 
Then, W is a viscosity solution of 
W,(f, -x) + Hr, I HI~ .M(ICH (B*VW(t. x))- (G(x), VW(r. s)) =g(.u) 
in 10, r[ x B,. (2.14) 
For the above equation, the assumptions of Proposition 2.1 are fulfilled. 
Thus, by (2.9), for all .Y E B,, 
[g(y(.s)) + Iz(u(s))] ds + W(f), A T, .,(fl, A T)); 
I u(.s)l G r(// BII M(R)) (2.15) 
where OR and J are given, respectively, by (2.10) and (2.1 I ). Moreover. 
since the value function is a viscosity solution of (2.14) as well, identity 
(2.15) is also fulfilled by V. Furthermore, when .YE B,, the intimum in 
(2.15) may be confined to controls u such that 
IId&,. ,-.r+<q+ l. 
i 
(2.16) 
Therefore, from (2.12) (2.13) and (2.16) we conclude that, if .Y E B,, then 
H,, then H,> T. So, W(r, x)= V(r, X) in [O. T] x B, and the proof is 
complete. 1 
3. THE SEMILINEAR CASE 
To begin with, we study problem (1.5) under the following hypotheses: 
(SL) (i) A : D(A) c X + X generates an analytic semi-group er4 in X. 
30 E R such that /I e’A 11 de”“, V’t 3 0 
(ii) The embedding D(A) + X is compact. 
(iii) FEC’“.‘(X; X),,,, and there exist ~1, ~GR such that 
(F(s),s*)<u l.Y/ +h,vJsEX,v’s*E? Is/ 
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(iv) g and 4 belong to Cu. ‘(X; R),,, and are nonnegative. 
(v) H is defined by ( l.7), where h E C( CT; R) is convex and 3p > 1 
such that /I( 21) 2 ;’ 11 zilip for all 11 E l,r and some ;’ > 0. 
(vi) BE U( CT; X). 
Rrmark 3.1. It is well known (see, for instance, 1211) that, under 
hypotheses (SL), the state equation (1.2) has a unique mild solution 
J’ E C( [I. T). In fact, local existence is standard. whereas assumptions 
(i) (iii) imply that the solution is global. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Assume (SL). We say that P’E C([O, r] xX; R) is a 
generalized r~iscusit~ solution of ( 1 S) if we have 
lim V,,( t, X) = V( 1. s), V’sED(A), VtE [t, T], (3.1) 
,I f I 
where V,, is the viscosity solution of the problem 
V,,,(t,.~)+ H(B*VL’,,(t,s))- (A,,.~+F(.u),VV,,(t,.u))-g(s)=0 
(3.2) 
I’,,( T, .\-I =&XL 
where 
A,,=nA(n-A) ‘. (3.3) 
Notice that problem (3.2) has a unique viscosity solution in view of 
Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 3.3. Under hypotheses (SL) there rrists u unique ,gcvtcrt~lixd 
uiscosit~, solution V cfprohlem ( 1.5). Morrocer, 
V(t. X) = infjJ(u; t, s): UE Lp(t, T; U), J*(S) sutisfies (1.2);. (3.4) 
Proof: Uniqueness is a trivia1 consequence of Definition 3.2 and 
Theorem 2.1. Let us prove existence. If V is given by (3.4), then, by the 
same arguments used in [3, 11 for the Hilbert space case, it follows that: 
(i) V is continuous in [0, T] x X; (3.5) 
(ii) V(t, .Y)E [O. T] xX, there exists an optimal pair (zd*, J,*), 
Let (t, X) E [0, r] x D( A ) be fixed and let (u*, y*) be an optimal pair for 
V at (t, .r). Let !I,, be the solution of 
J*:,(.s) = A,, j’,,(x) + F( y,,(s)) + Bu*(.s); J,,( t ) = .Y. (3.6) 
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Then, by a standard approximation argument, 
I‘,, + .I’* in C([r, T]: X). (3.7) 
Now, by (3.7) we conclude that 
iJ 
7 
V(t, x) = lim Cg(.l,,l(.~))+h(u*(s))l rl;c+$(.r,,(T)) 3limsup V,,(r, x). tr-x , I ,I 4 x 
(3.8) 
Next, we claim that 
lim inf V,,( t, s) 3 I’( t, x) (3.9) ,I + z. 
which will conclude our proof. Assume (3.9) does not hold. Then there 
exists a subsequence, which is still denoted by ( V,,( t. X) ), such that 
lim V,,( t, s) < V( t, x). (3.10) 
I, -+ * 
Let u,! E Lp( r, T; U) be such that 
~,,0, 4 + + i’ c~(=,,(.~)) + hb,,b))~ h+ k(~)), (3.11) 
‘I 
where r,, is the solution of 
4,(J) = A,,:,,(s) + F(z,,(.s)) + h,,(s), r,,(t) = .y; t d .s < T. (3.12) 
From (3.8) it follows that V,,(t, X) is bounded above. So, by assumptions 
(SL)(iv), (v), we conclude that {u,~, 1 is bounded in L”(t, T; U ). Therefore, 
there exists a subsequence, still denoted by {u,?)-, and a fuction 
c E L”(f, T; U) such that u,, + 11, weakly in L”( t, T; U). Now, by taking the 
duality product of both sides of (3.12) with an element of C 1 z,,(s)1 and 
recalling (SL)(iii), we get 
2 I =Js)l 6 u + (h + w,,)l zJ.v)l + / Bu,,(s)l, 
nw (jj =- II II-W) 
(3.13) 
where d+/ds denotes the right derivative. 
So, from the Gronwall lemma it follows that there exists a constant C,. 
independent of n, such that 
I=,,(s)1 G c,. (3.14) 
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Consider a subsequence, still denoted by f:,, j, such that zrr + z and 
v i,, : = F(:,,) + Bzr,, + < weakly in L”( t, T; Cr ). Then 
Now, 
I;(s) + (JS ‘1 .I.y in C([r, T];X). (3.16) 
Since {;,,I is bounded in LPfr. T: X) and A generates an analytic semi- 
group, 
Ii(s) -+ 0, t/SE [Jr, T]. (3.17) 
Indeed 
II c fA,, _ ,ra II l.(X) -+ 03 as n-,x, for all t > 0. 
So (3.17) follows by the Dominated Convergence Theorem. Finally, 
fgs) -+ !“ e(‘-“‘“i(a) do, VSE [f. T], (3.18) 
I 
due to the compactness of the semigroup e”‘. Therefore, from (3.15))( 3.18) 
Consequently, 
lim .f‘(r,,(s)) =,#‘(:(.s)), VSG [r T]. 
,I- I 
and in fact z is the solution of Z’(S)= A:(sj +F(:(s))+ Be(s). z(r) =s; 
t d s d T. Now, by the convexity of h and by (3.11) we obtain 
liminf V,,(f,.v)2 ~7~19(--(s))+h!V(.~))JOk+~(-(T))~ v(t,.~) 
ti - 1. -’ i
which contradicts (3.10). The proof is thus complete. 1 
Remurk 3.4. From the proof of Theorem 3.3, one can easily realize that 
the choice of Yosida approximations in Definition 3.2 is not essential. 
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Indeed, in (3.2) we could take any sequence of bounded operators (A,, ), 
such that: 
(i) /le’4”//~~~““:f~0 
(ii) llR(i, A,,)/1 <MllE,-toI;‘di~S,,= (~.EC; Iarg(Gw)l <tI), for 
some HE]7c/‘2, n[ 
(iii) 11 R(,l, A,,) - R(i., A)11 + 0 as n + ~8. uniformly on bounded sub- 
sets of S,,. 
Indeed, (ii) and (iii) suffice to obtain the convergence in (3.17). 
Retnurk 3.5. By variational arguments (see 12, IS]) one can show that 
the value function V given by (3.4) satisfies (1.5) in the sense that for every 
(f,.u)~]O, T[ xD(A) we have 
(i) V(P,,P,)ED+U~..K), -p,+~(~*p,)-(A.~+F(.~).p,)6~(-~) 
(ii) V(p,, p,) E D Vf, XL -p, + H(B*p, I- (As + F(x), p, > >K(.K) 
Next, we proceed to adapt the previous approach to control problems 
for systems governed by more general state equations (see Section 5 
below). We assume 
(SL)‘: Hypotheses (SL) hold with (iii) replaced by 
(iii), there exists a Banach space Z (with pairing denoted (, ),). 
continuously embedded in A’, such that the part of A in Z, 
A-:D(A.)=(.KED(A)nZ;AxEZ~~X, .Y -+ Ae.u = A.u 
generates an analityc semigroup in Z with domain not 
necessarily dense in Z. Moreover, 11 c’.~, I/ d e”“, t 3 0. 
(iii), There exists r E 10, I - l/p [, N, h, E R, [I: [0, c [ + [O. JC [ 
continuous, such that D,(cc, p) is contained in Z and 
FE C".'(D,(cc,p); X),,,,; (3.20) 
(F(z),z*),du+h I-l;. V’=EZ, v’-*Ei; ):I;, (3.21 ) 
IF( 6~ l-~I;+~~l~~I;~l~~l..~~ Vx E D,(cr, p). ( 3.22 ) 
We recall that D,(cc, p) is the real interpolation space between D( A ) and 
X, introduced by J. L. Lions and J. Peetre [ 171, with norm: 
(3.23) 
Remark 3.6. It is well known (see, for instance, 1223) that, under 
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hypotheses (SL’), the state equation (1.2) has a unique mild solution 
.reC([f, T];D,,(a.p)) for any .YED,~(c(,~). 
We adapt Definition 3.2 to the situation at hand as follows. 
DEFINITION 3.7. Assume (SL’). We say that VE C’( [O. r] x D,d(x, p); R) 
is a g:Przcra/ixd t:i.sco.sit~~ solution of ( IS) if (3.1 ) hold with F replaced by 
F,,, which is defined as 
F,,(s) = F(n(n - A) ’ x). (3.24) 
Again, under hypotheses (SL’), problem (3.2) has a unique viscosity solu- 
tion in view of Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 3.8. Under hyppoth~ses (SL’) there e.uists N unique grneralix~d 
ciscosit,~ solution V of’ problem ( I .5 ). Morrooer, 
V(t,.u)=inf(J(u;t,.u):uEL”(t, T;U),?.(.s).suti.!.fj:~~.s (1.2)). (3.25) 
Proof: The proof of Theorem 3.8 is quite similar to that of Theorem 3.3. 
The analogue of (3.8) is still straightforward as above. As far as the reverse 
inclusion is concerned, we have to consider the equation 
z;, = AIlzll + F(n(n - A) ’ z,~) + Bu,,. :,,( t ) = 9, (3.26) 
which may be put in mild form as follows 
z,,(s) = e” o”!s~y + i“ t,” “‘““[F(n(n-A) ’ --,,(a)) + Bu,,(o)] da. (3.27) 
-, 
In order to bound the right-hand side of (3.27) in D,,(r,p), we need the 
following results, for which see, for instance. [ 141 
II e’.482 II ,.,,14(1. ,‘,I d e-‘, s 3 0, co,, = nol/( t7 - 0) ) (3.28) 
nc, 
jn(n-A) ’ r,,(s)\ <---- 
n - (0 ’ 
C, being given by (3.14) (3.29) 
Il1.J c err. ~1. I),I~.~)) d C2 It cpl II w.1 1 8 4,. I. ,I,(~.,,)I d C3 II u,, II pi’,,. I. \ ), 
(3.30) 
where 
e, 
P,,(S) = e” 
!, 
“‘.4Bu,,(o) do 
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and E is a positive number suffkiently small. Now, from (3.27) ~(3.30) we 
obtain 
(3.31) 
Therefore, from (3.31) and the Gronwall lemma is follows that 
I -,,(.~)I.,,, d Cd, SE [r, T], (3.32) 
for some positive constant C,. Then, using (3.32) one can easily complete 
the proof. 1 
From (2.3), it is immediate to realize that, if A is a bounded operator, 
any smooth solution of Eq. (1.5) is also a viscosity solution. For 
generalized viscosity solutions a similar result holds, as shown below. 
PROPOSITION 3. IO (Smooth solutions of Hamilton-Jacobi equations). 
Assume (SL) and let h be continuously Frtkhet dljjerentirrhle und ussume thut 
HEC’.‘(U*;R),,,,. Let WEC’([O, T] xX;R) hc~ such thut W>O a&VW 
he locally Lipschitz in [0, T] x X. Suppose thut 
- W,(t, vu)+ H(B*VW(t, x)) 
-(A.u+F(.u),VW(t,.u))=g(.u) in 10, T[ xD(A) (3.33) 
W(T,s)=&x); .Y E x. 
Then, W = V, M,here V is the culue jiinction given by (3.4 ). 
Proof: First of all we prove that V(t, x) 3 W(t, x). In fact, let 
u E Lp(t, T; U) and J’ be the solution of (1.2). Then, by (3.33) 
; W(s, J(S)) = W,(.s, y(3)) + (A)(S) + F(Jq.s)) + Bu(s), VW(s, J’(S))) 
.’ 
= H(B*VW(.s,.ds)))+ (Bu(s),VW(s,l’(s)))-~(4’(s)) 
3 -lz(u(s))-g(y(s)). 
So, by integrating from t to T, we conclude that 
I ,l Cg(.ds)) + h(u(s))l ds + d(y( T)) 3 W(t, x). 
Since u is arbitrary we have thus proved that V(t, x) > W(t, .Y) 
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Next, in order to prove the reverse inequality, we consider the closed 
loop equation, 
y’(s) = Ay(.s) + F(~~(.S)) ~ BDH(B*VW(.s, y(s))), .s>t;?‘(r)=.*, (3.34) 
which has a unique classical solution on some maximal interval J(S) in 
[t. T]. First, we proceed to show that J(.u) = [t, r]. Set 
c(x) = -DH(B*VW(.s, y(.s))), .s E J( .\-). (3.35) 
Arguing as in the first part of the proof, by (3.33) and (3.34) it follows that 
g W(.s,y(.s))= -g(!‘(s))-h(r(.s)) (3.36) 
for all s in J(x). Now, by integrating both sides of (3.36) between t and .y, 
we obtain 
W(.s, y(s)) + i“ [ g( y(a)) +h(L(a))] r/u = W(r, x) (3.37) 
, 
for all s in J(X). Thus, recalling (SL)(U), we find 
J J, ) /zjcr)l”h< W(r, s), (3.38) I 
which implies in turn that J(s) = [r, T]. So, taking .s = T in (3.37), we 
conclude that V( t, s) d W( t, x). The proof is complete. u 
Remark 3.1 I. A similar result holds if we assume (SL’) instead of (SL). 
4. THE MONOTONE CASE 
We are here concerned with control problems for systems governed by 
the state equation: 
y’(s) + ;if‘(y(s)) 3 &4(s); y( 1) = .Y. (4.1 1 
We assume the hypotheses below: 
(M) (i) 1‘ is a lower semi-continuous convex function defined in a 
convex subset D(,f) of X with values in [0, + x] such that 
,f’(O) = 0 and the domain D( ~?j’) of cf’ is dense in X. 
(ii) There exists a Hilbert space Y such that: 
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(a) Y is embedded in X with continuous and compact embed- 
ding; 
(b) D(<f’) is contained in Y and there exists a continuous func- 
tion 1: [0, + x [ + [0, + cyz [ such that: 
II .Y /I y < x(/I 2 (1 y), v.u E D(c’if’), v’, E (y(X); (4.2) 
(iii) R and 4 belong to Co, ‘(X; R),,,, and are nonnegative. 
(iv) H is defined by (1.7), where h E C( C::‘; R) is convex and such 
that /z(u) 3 y I/ u 11 2 for all u E 0’ and some 7 > 0. 
(v) BEL(U;X). 
First, we recall some known results concerning problem (4.1 ) (see 
C4, 6, 131). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Assume (M)(i)(v) and Ier x E X, u E L’(r, T; U ). Then 
problem (4.1) bus a unique .strong solutiony E C( [r, T]; X) n W’.*(t + c. T; X) 
,for all CE 10, T- f[ and 
,* ) 
I .l’(.S)l 6 1x1 t 1, I Ma)l dJ (4.3) 
II ?“llL~,r+,.r:.Y)~ l/ 4/,~ ,,.I: \,+I Il~~ll,.~ ,,.I+,..\,+i II.YII. 
J21: 
(4.4) 
J2c 
Moreover, J’ cun be characterized as the unique solution in C( [t, T]; X) of’thr 
inequnlifj 
I y(r)-w d I J(S)-11.1 +jr (z+Bu(~),g(a)-n) cla, 
Vt<s<r< T,VN,ED((~~‘),V/=E -<f(,v). (4.5) 
Furthermore, ij’x E D(f) then the solution y E W’.*( r, T; X) and 
II f I/ /.‘c/. r: .x1 G II Bu II L:(/. 1. x, + &I-d. (4.6) 
Remark 4.2. rf’ X-E D(,f) and we assume (M)(ii) in addition to the 
hypotheses of Proposition 4.1; then 
j’ E W’.‘(t, T; X) G L2(t, T; Y). (4.7) 
Also, by a known result from real interpolation theory (see [ 17]), it follows 
that 
J’E w’ ‘,.*(r, 77 (Y, Xl, ,.*I, vt;:E [O, I]. (4.8 1 
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Now recalling that (Y, X), ?.I is compact, in view of the Ascoli&Arzela 
theorem, we conclude that the mapping 
L’(t. T; L’) + C( [t, T]; X). I1 + 1’ (4.9) 
is compact. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let J‘ md )I,, htj the solutions ofi 
.I” + ;‘f‘( .I’) 3 Bu, y(t)=rEX (4.10) 
.I*;, + c:fl .I’,,) 3 Bu,, > y,,(t) = .Y E x (4.10),, 
und supposr thut u,, + 14 wecrkl~~ in L’( t, T: U ). Thrn 
.r,, + y in L’( t, X; X) n C( [t + 6, r]; X) ,/iwull 6~10, T-t[. (4.11) 
lf: in addition, .Y E D(,f), then 
.I‘,, --+ .I’ in C([t, T]: X). (4.12) 
Proof: First we note that (4.12) easily follows from Remark 4.2. So, we 
merely need to prove (4. I 1). Let E E IO, T ~ t [ be fixed. From (4.4) we have 
that ?Tf’( ~.,,(t + 1:)) is bounded. Then, by the compactness of the embedding 
of Y into Xand the obvious continuity with respect to initial data, again from 
Remark 4.2 we conclude that there exists a subsequence, still denoted by .I‘,,, 
such that 
J‘,, + I‘ , in C([t+c,T];X) as II+X. (4.13) 
Moreover, a standard argument implies that there exists K > 0 such that 
I ~,,(.s)l d K for all tr and .s E [t, T] a.e. (4.14) 
Also, by (4.13) and (4.14), 
Y,! + ?’ * in L’(t, T; X). (4.15) 
Now, using the characterization (4.5) one easily obtains that ~3, is the solu- 
tion of (4.10). This completes the proof. 1 
Rrmmk 4.4. Let t,, -+ t and x E D(f). Let II,, E L’( t,,, T; U) and y,, be the 
strong solution of 
.I$, + iif’( y,,) 3 Bun > ?‘,,(f,, 1 = -Ye. 
We set P,,(S) = U,,(S) if s E [t,,, T], U,,(S) = 0 if s E [0, T]\, [t,,, T] and 
similarly define Z,,(S) = J,~(s) if s E [t,, , T], z,,(s) =.Y if .sE [0, T]\,[r,,, T]. By 
the same kind of arguments as the ones used in the proof of the lemma above, 
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one can show that, if r,, + I; weakly in L’(0, T; U ), then z,? + z in 
C( [0, T]; X) and z is the strong solution of (4.1) on [t. T]. 
LEMMA 4.5. Assume (M). Let x E D(,f’) and u,, --t u lt*eak/J, in L’( t, T; CT). 
Let J’,, be the ,r,eak solutiorl to 
J’:,(s) + 4f;,( Y,,(.S)) = Bu,,(.sL t d .s < T: F,,( t ) = .Y, (4.16) 
f;,(x) = inf 
L’F ,I i 
.f’( J) + 5 I s - J’ I2 
I 
(4.17) 
is the Yosida approsimation qf:f: Then, J‘,, ---*.1x in C( [t, T]; X), lvhere ~9 is the 
solution cf (4.1). 
Before giving the proof we recall some standard properties of the Yosida 
approximation of a convex function (see, e.g., [6]). Let 
(4.18) 
Then 
4f;A.y) E <f”(J,,.~) (4.19) 
n(x - J,,s) = Qf;,(s) (4.20) 
for all .Y E X. 
Proof: First, we note that it suffices to show that {J,,} has a subsequence 
which converges to the solution of (4.1). In fact, from (4.4) it follows that 
.1-u = J,, Y,,+; Of;,(>*,,) (4.21) 
II .d, II 1.21f. l-: Y) G II Bu,, II L?(I. .x1 + J/;,c-4 G c, 
for some suitable constant C, So, 
II m 1’n)ll L-‘(r. 7-:x, G 2(‘, 
Now, from (4.2) (4.19) and (4.23) it follows that 
II J,, I’,, II I.‘tr. T. y, G 2CC, 
Also, by (4.20), 
.1’,, = J,, .)‘,I + ; 412 .I.,, ). 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(4.24 
(4.25 
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Therefore, from (4.23), (4.24). and (4.25). we conclude that 
II !‘,I II L.>II. : P) G WC, + 1). (4.26 ) 
By Remark 4.2 and the AscoliCArsela theorem it follows that there exists a 
subsequence, still denoted by { I‘,~ ), such that ~9,~ -+J‘ in C( [t, r]; X), J$, + j.’ 
weakly in L’(r, T; X) and Qf;,( ~3,~) + Bu -J“ weakly in L’( t, T; X). Since,fis 
demi-closed, this implies that Bzr -J,’ E (7f’( j)) which yields our conclusion, i 
We now turn to the analysis of the HamiltonPJacobi equation: 
V,(t.s)+H(B*VV(t,s))+ (;:“If’(s),VV(t..\-))=~(.‘i)~ 
V(T..u)=q5(r);\-EX; TV [O. T]. (4.27) 
We assume hypotheses (M). 
DEFINITION 4.6. We say that VE C( [0, T] xX; R) is a grnrrrrli~rl 
ciscosit~~ .volution of (4.27) if we have 
lim C’,,( t, .\-) = V( t, .r), vx E D( c’f’), vt E [O, 7’1, (4.28 ) 
,I’ I 
where V,, is the viscosity solution of the problem: 
V,,,(r, x)-t H(B*VV,,(t, s))- (of;,(s), VV,,(t, x)) =g(.y) (4.29) 
V,,( T. s) =/j(s). 
We observe that the existence and uniqueness of the viscosity solution of 
(4.9) is given by Theorem 2.2. Next. to ensure the existence of generalized 
viscosity solutions we need the following result. 
LEMMA 4.7. Urdw hypotheses (M) let V hc thr t:NIuC,fllt2(.tioll 
r’(t, X) = inf ( J(u; t, .u): u E L’(t. T: U), j*(s) .suti.yfks (4. I )). (4.30) 
Then, V E C( [0, T] x X) undfbr all (t. .Y) E [O. T] x X thcrr c.uists ut icusr NII 
opfirdpair (u*. y*). 
Proof: The argument for the existence of optimal pairs is standard and 
relies on Lemma 4.3. To prove that V is continuous, it suffices to show that 
(i) V is continuous in t for any .Y E D(Tf’) 
(ii) V is locally Lipschitz continuous in s, uniformly for t E [0, T]. 
Now, (i) follows from Remark 4.4. whereas the proof of (ii) uses a standard 
control reasoning which we will omit. 1 
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THEOREM 4.8. Under hypothews (M ) thrrr r.rists LI unique generulixd 
riscosit~~ solution V of’prohlrm (4.27 ), giwn by, (4.30). 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 3. I, uniqueness is trivial. As for exist- 
ence, the argument is analogous to the one used in the proof of that theorem. 
We sketch it below to account for the technical differences. Let V be given by 
(4.30). Then, by Lemma 4.7 it follows that VE C( [0, T] x X). Moreover, let 
(u*, I.*) be an optimal pair for Vat (t. .u) E [0, r] x D(<f’). Let .v,~ be the solu- 
tion of J.:,(S) = Qf;,( J,,,(S)) + &*(.s), J’,,(t) = .Y. Then, by Lemma 4.5, y,) + j.* 
in C( [r. r]; X) and so 
Ut. 4 = lim [’ I,d.v,,(s)) + h(u*(s))] ds + &.I!,,( T)) 3 lim sup ~,,(r. I). ,Z’/ “, li . < 
(4.31 ) 
To prove the remaining inequality, i.e.. 
lim inf V,,( t, .u) 3 V( t, X) (4.32) 
,I ~+ I 
one can proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, using again Lemma 4.5 to 
show the convergence of the sequence z,~. 1 
Remark 4.9. The present approach can be easily extended to cover the 
case of a function,f’such that s +,f(s) - (1) 1 .Y 1’ satisfies (M) for some tr) E R. 
over all u E L”( [r, r] x Q), where p > n and J’ is the solution of the state 
equation 
.l‘,= i u,,l’c,;l+ f h,~;,+(:,‘+~(iJ,?‘.V~‘)+u, (.s, l) E [r, T] x R 
r.,= 1 I= I 
y(s, j’) = 0 on [t. T] x ?Q, ~(0, t) =x(t) on R, (5.2) 
under the hypotheses 
(i) the functions (I,,, h,, c are continuous on the closure of Q; (5.3) 
(ii) C::,=, u,,;,;,>~~~<l’;V’i~ R” 
(iii) 1~(4,r,q)~~(~,r’,q’)l~C,(lr-r’I+Iq-q’I), for any <ECI 
and for lrl, jr’l, Iql. ly’l ,< R 
(iv) $(c,r,q)rdtr+h/r/‘, forsomeu,hERandall<.r.y; 
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(4 I$(<> r,q)l <Wlrl) Id? f or some continuous function 0 3 0 and 
all 5. r, q; 
where r, K, CI, h, LI’. h’, u’ are positive constants. Then. using the maximum 
principle it is easy to see that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.7 are fulfilled 
with A’= L”(Q) and Z= L’ (Q). 1 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let Q be a bounded open domain in R” with smooth 
boundary (152. Consider the following optimal control problem: Minimize 
over all II E L’( [f, T] = Q), where J is the solution of the state equation 
and p 3 2. On y, q, and d we assume (5,3)(vi)( vii) with 17 = 2. Then 
hypotheses (M) are fulfilled taking 
D( f’) = W(‘~“(Q, 
(5.6) 
x= L’(Q), Y = W’y(Q). 
Indeed, by standard estimates, 
D( l?f ) c w;,q l2 ) 
and (M)(ii)(b) holds with 
I()-) = cf.1 1” 1). 
EXAMPLES 5.3. Let Q and J be as in Example 5.2 and assume 
(5.2)(vi)(vii) with p = 2. We consider the state equation 
j’( = dy - 1 J’ 1 (i ’ J’ + u in [t. T]xQ (5.7) 
>‘(.S, i’) = 0 on [t, r] x ?Q, J’(/, i”)=.x(i:) in R, 
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where CT 3 1. Define 
Then, by known results [S] we have 
D(f?f‘) = H’(f2) n H’@2) n L2”(Q) (5.9) 
and it easy to see that hypotheses (M) are fulfilled. 
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